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-----Original Message----- 

From: Kashi Raza  

Sent: 11 September 2018 11:25 

To: EHL Safety  

Subject:  

Ref licence application: licence 1445/2018/05072/LAPREN 

Shirin AbdulRahman  

88 elm drive 

Hove 

Bn3 7jl 

Dear sir or madam 

Letter in response to objection and obligations we have received. 

Thank you for forwarding us the obligation made by Lauren leader on the extension of 

licence application. 

We have taken all the measure how we will operate it is obvious by reading what problems 

mrs Laura has described. Im wrting In response to her obligation and further to clear how 

we will operate. 

Mrs Laura has mentioned to her understanding we will be delivering alcohol and will have 

delivery service untill 4am.and she has extreme concern about this. 

Yummy tandoori. We would like to make it clear that we will not be selling any alcoholic or 

any dangerous subsistence and the shop will only deliver the food untill 2am not 4am 7 days 

a week. We believe it is not a big issue as it's being made by the obligator. 

Mrs Laura has mentioned this is a reasonably quite area with only 1 shop open with majority 

of people are families with school kids and elderly. And believe it will not add any benefit to 

the local area. 

Yummy tandoori. We believe it's not only in the benefit of mrs Laura if she will not benefit 

that does not state anyone else in the area would. we had advertised in the news paper and 

post sign on the street and have not recived any other obligation other then miss Laura 

clearly. if other member of the elm drive and rowen avenue resident had issue they would 

made obligation against the licence extension. We have asked the local community before 

applying for extension and many of them sayed it's great idea and they need 1 around the 

area. Just because Mrs Laura doesn't benefit from it doesn't mean other won't eighter. 
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Mrs Laura mentioned prevention of crime and disorder. She seems to think people a kebab 

shop has different clientele then Indian food and people and it will encourage loitering and 

vandalism witch is a growing issue already. 

Yummy tandoori. We have taken this into account and have been doing business in the area 

for over a year already. I think she's desperately trying for us to not have the licence for 

example in her earlier statement she mentioned "its a quite residential area with 

professionals and elderly living in the area" then all of sudden there is going to be loitering 

and vandalism will be being caused just because a kebab shop I would like the council to 

consider this by themselves. In this prade there is only 3 shops and collection stops at 

around 8pm after dinner but there is a big demand for delivery around the area 'hangleton, 

mile oak, fishergate, portslade, Southwick, hove, surely people won't be traveling all the way 

to elm drive to collect kebab at 1am in the morning?  

Mrs Laura also mentioned that people might not realise and come to an area specifically to 

get a kebab on there way home from pub and this will cause and will increase violence and 

crime and WE ARE KEEN TO AVOID.  

Yummy tandoori. We would like to make it clear and would like her to understand that 

how we are going to oprate as a business and the location of the shop pluse people around 

us we do think of everyone PLEASE UNDERSTAND AND CONSIDER THIS CAREFULLY 

we will mention on our menu that collection close at 11pm means the shop door will SHUT 

at 11 pm and light will go off with curtain being put on shop window to avoide people 

thinking the shop is still open. I hope this explain even to a drunk people that shop is shut.  

Now public safety.  

Mrs Laura mentioned the shop is located at top of the green and delivery vehicle only has to 

pull out into elm drive and believe that cars drive to fast as it is and believe there will be an 

extra traffic from 11 till 2 am accident and near miss has been reported and people driving 

at 60mph witch is endangering public safety.  

Yummy tandoori. We understand that but it does not make a difference weather cars are 

being driven at 1 am or 6 pm it does not change the layout of the road at 6 pm and 

becomes dangerous at 1 am so if council can improve the road that would benefit all of us 

but it does not affect us and we have no complaint against it. I believe that Mrs Laura is over 

egssegurating people driving over 60mph I think people drive more reasonable on this road 

then main roads. 

Mrs Laura also mentioned that over the green into short cut path leads to knoll park and 

back to graveyard and then leads to old Shorham road and have noticed moped being used 

by deliveroo used as short cut through for delivery and is dangerous for accident late night 

dog walkers and people have already came face to face with moped being used illegly and it 

could easily result in an accident a person being injured. 

Yummy tandoori. We want to make it clear that our shop does not use moped. It would be 

such a stupid way to deliver food at 1 am while people are sleep we want Mrs Laura to 

understand that we are profesnal and understanding people that cares for nabour not in 

only public safety and noisness but also environmently and friendliness. We have never came 
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across and it is a matter for police to investigate people using ally way as short cut perhaps 

suggest installing CCTV to stop this happening as it's unacceptable. 

Prevention of public nuisance  

Mrs Laura also mentioned that the increase in delivery vehicle or mopeds make a large 

amount of noise. Racing engine and slamming doors moped whizzing. We are not a student 

it is unlikely we would use this service but we will be the one to bear the noise. bin empting 

and smell of cooking untill late night. 

Yummy tandoori. We do not use  moped and we will only have 1 driver and with today’s 

modern technology noise can be avoided by using Toyota PREIOUS as it's economical and 

does not have a high sound of engine reving  and really quite. The shop will be closed and 

we have canopy witch through the smell out of food smoke. Just because Mrs Laura in 

particular won't use this service does not mean others won't. As no one else put an 

obligation and we have asked the local community before applying for licence. 

 We would appreciate if Mrs Laura consider this and give us the chance to carry on leaving 

us to serve the rest of the community and we respect her values comfert and effort in 

raising issue. 

Kind regards 
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-----Original Message----- 

From: Kashi Raza  

Sent: 11 September 2018 11:32 

To: EHL Safety  

Subject:  

Shirin abdulrahman  

88 elm drive 

Hove 

Bn3 7jl 

To council dear sir or madam  

We understand the obligation and have explained to Mrs Laura how we will operate. Please 

make the true judgement how it will work. Mrs Laura did not asked how we will oprate but 

rather submitted a complaint against issuing a licence without the knowledge how it will 

work. I'm sure you have issued license to shop in the past. and more profesnal in 

understanding this sort of sinnario. We know people have concern about nuisance but there 

is way of doing this and better planning. Mrs Laura seems to enjoy making complaint about 

road layout the knoll park the kebab shop ect. There is a big demand for food delivery at 

night in the area we have mentioned we are happy for you to set conditions on issuing the 

licence in any way you feel even the sussex police have said it's safe to deliver untill 2pm. 

Please consider this carefully as it's a matter of business establishing and serving the 

community we trust your judgement. 

Kind regards 
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